Cells control dynamic transitions in transcript levels by regulating transcription, processing, and/or degradation through an integrated regulatory strategy. Here, we combine RNA metabolic labeling, rRNAdepleted RNA-seq, and DRiLL, a novel computational framework, to quantify the level; editing sites; and transcription, processing, and degradation rates of each transcript at a splice junction resolution during the LPS response of mouse dendritic cells. Four key regulatory strategies, dominated by RNA transcription changes, generate most temporal gene expression patterns. Noncanonical strategies that also employ dynamic posttranscriptional regulation control only a minority of genes, but provide unique signal processing features. We validate Tristetraprolin (TTP) as a major regulator of RNA degradation in one noncanonical strategy. Applying DRiLL to the regulation of noncoding RNAs and to zebrafish embryogenesis demonstrates its broad utility. Our study provides a new quantitative approach to discover transcriptional and posttranscriptional events that control dynamic changes in transcript levels using RNA sequencing data.
INTRODUCTION
Dynamic changes in transcript levels are tightly regulated by the interplay of RNA transcription, processing, and degradation. Cells can produce complex dynamic mRNA patterns by changing one or more of these rates ( Figure 1A ). For example, either increasing transcription or decreasing splicing or degradation rates can yield a similar temporal mRNA profile ( Figure 1A , red). Compensatory changes in two (or more) of these rates can also leave the mRNA levels unchanged and thus diminish or obscure regulatory transitions, say if decreased processing counteracts increased transcription ( Figure 1B) . However, most studies only measure mRNA levels and tacitly focus on transcriptional regulation, excluding changes in RNA degradation or processing from consideration.
The many possible regulatory strategies raise important questions. How does each regulatory strategy combine a transcript's transcription, processing, and degradation rates to generate its expression pattern? Are genes with similar temporal mRNA profiles controlled by the same strategy? If not, what function do different strategies serve if their outcome (mRNA profile) is seemingly the same? Does local variation in transcription or splicing rates along a transcript's length regulate its expression? These questions are not fully understood, even for specific transcripts.
Technical and computational challenges have limited the availability of genome-wide dynamic data on RNA transcription, processing, and degradation. Methods for measuring RNA regulation rates in vivo typically require severe manipulations (Audibert et al., 2002; Core et al., 2008; Shalem et al., 2008; Singh and Padgett, 2009) , impacting physiological relevance. Fractionation-based methods (Churchman and Weissman, 2011; Pandya-Jones et al., 2013) may be impacted by nonspecific RNA binding and coprecipitating proteins. Recently, several studies (Dö lken et al., 2008; Eser et al., 2014; Rabani et al., 2011; Windhager et al., 2012 ) used short pulses of 4-thiouridine (4sU) RNA labeling to isolate newly-transcribed RNA and determine RNA kinetics during dynamic responses. Although most focused on RNA transcription and degradation, this strategy was also applied for RNA processing (Rabani et al., 2011; Windhager et al., 2012) , albeit not dynamically. Moreover, although the excision rate of particular introns was described (Audibert et al., 2002; Singh and Padgett, 2009) , there is no large-scale data on intron-specific processing rates, and few studies that measured RNA processing intermediates (Pandya-Jones et al., 2013; Rabani et al., 2011; Windhager et al., 2012; Zeisel et al., 2011) had insufficient resolution to study individual introns. Consequently, RNA-Seq analysis tools (Katz et al., 2010; Trapnell et al., 2009; Wang et al., 2008) are optimized for mature transcripts, but not unstable precursors.
Here, we generate a high-resolution map of the transcriptome in response to lipopolysaccharide (LPS) stimulation in mouse immune dendritic cells (DCs). We combine high-resolution sequencing of rRNA-depleted and of metabolically labeled RNA and a novel computational modeling approach (DRiLL) to quantify (1) precursor and mature RNA levels at a splice junction resolution from rRNA-depleted sequencing counts, (2) kinetic rates of RNA transcription, processing, and degradation from metabolic labeling data, and (3) reliable RNA editing sites by detecting local differences in base composition between recently transcribed and overall RNA. Four regulatory strategies generate most (65%) expression patterns through changes in RNA transcription; noncanonical strategies with a dynamic posttranscriptional component affect a minority (35%) of genes and provide unique signal processing features. Finally, we apply DRiLL to the early zebrafish transcriptome and to the regulation of unstable noncoding RNAs, establishing its general utility.
RESULTS

A High-Resolution Map of the Temporal Response of Mouse DCs to LPS
To monitor the relative regulatory contributions of RNA transcription, processing, and degradation, we sampled RNA from mouse DCs every 15 min, for the first 3 hr of their response to LPS (Figure 2A ; Experimental Procedures), following a short (10 min) metabolic labeling pulse with 4sU preceding the sampled time point. We isolated RNA from each sample in two ways: (1) RNA depleted of rRNA (RNA-Total) to measure total RNA regardless of its transcription time, and (2) 4sU-labeled RNA (RNA-4sU) that captures primarily RNA transcribed during the 10 min labeling pulse and is thus enriched for short-lived transcripts, including mRNA precursors and processing intermediates. We deeply sequenced each sample (80-200 million paired-end 101 base reads per sample) (Experimental Procedures; Table S1 available online). Although any time point is measured only once, we analyzed them jointly to minimize biases in any one sample.
A Model-Based Approach Quantifies the Abundance and Kinetics of Precursor and Mature Transcripts at Single Junction Resolution
We developed dynamic RNA life cycle (DRiLL), a novel computational scheme to quantify transcript abundance and kinetic rates at the level of individual splice junctions in precursor and mature transcripts ( Figures 2B, 2C , S1A, and S1B). DRiLL consists of two consecutive modules.
First, a binomial model ( Figure 2B ; Experimental Procedures; Extended Experimental Procedures) uses RNA sequencing (RNA-seq) counts to infer, for each splicing junction, the abundance of transcripts with an unspliced junction (precursor transcripts, P) and those with a fully spliced junction (mature transcripts, M), and, when appropriate, distinguish the relative abundance of several mature isoforms (M 1 , M 2 , . M k ) that arise from a single precursor. Inference relies on separating the different sequencing reads that span an annotated junction by their location on exons, introns or the junctions between them. It applies independently to each RNA-seq sample and thus is applicable to any deeply sequenced RNA, but is most appropriate for rRNA-depleted samples (see Discussion).
Second, a dynamic model uses the estimated abundance of the precursor and mature junctions from different RNA populations to infer each transcript's kinetic parameters: transcription, splicing, and degradation rates ( Figure 2C ; Experimental Procedures; Extended Experimental Procedures). In this model, transcription (a) produces a primary precursor of the junction that is subsequently processed by splicing into a mature junction and ultimately degraded. A precursor processing rate (g) represents the junction's half-life at its unprocessed form, and a mature degradation rate (b) models the mature junction's halflife, balancing RNA processing and decay. While degradation is expected to be uniform across a transcript, because we model each junction separately, its ''degradation rate'' reflects a local stability that is affected both by its own maturation and by the mature transcript's decay. For example, if one junction within a transcript is spliced much faster than others, its ''degradation rate'' is lower than that of other junctions, simply because it (A) A high-resolution map of the temporal LPS response. Orange: 4sU pulse and 4sU-RNA. Dark brown: sampled RNA; light brown: rRNA-depleted Total RNA; blue, red: inferred precursor and mature levels, respectively; black, purple, green: estimated rates of RNA transcription, processing, and degradation, respectively.
(B) Binomial model. Counts of sequencing reads that are located on exons, introns or the junctions between them (grayscale, dark to light) are used to infer, for each splicing junction, the abundance of transcripts with an unspliced precursor (P, blue) and mature junction (M, red), in either RNA-Total (solid) or RNA-4sU (dashed) samples.
(C) Kinetic model. Transcription makes a precursor (P, blue) of the junction (at some temporally changing rate a, black), and that product (P) is processed (at rate g, purple, constant or temporally changing) into a mature transcript (M, red) . Degradation (at rate b, green, constant or temporally changing) eliminates the mature (M) junction. Comparing the kinetic model estimates of P and M to their levels as inferred by the binomial model (red and blue, respectively), the model fits the kinetic parameters of a junction. See also Figures S1 and S7 and Table S1 .
starts its life as a ''mature junction'' earlier, while the rest of the transcript is still being processed (see below). Reliable estimation of kinetic parameters usually requires high-resolution temporal data of total and metabolically labeled RNA, but less data suffices under certain conditions (see below).
Large-Scale Analysis of RNA Regulatory Rates at Per-Junction Resolution We first used DRiLL to quantify junction-specific kinetic rates for transcription, processing, and degradation of the top 10% of expressed genes with highest coverage (1,128 genes, encompassing 9% of all annotated junctions) (Figures S2A and S2B; Experimental Procedures) and hence can be analyzed most precisely (98% have tight confidence intervals). DRiLL's inferred expression levels and rates were reproducible and accurate by several tests ( Figure S1 ; Experimental Procedures). The transcription rates of an unprocessed junction range from tens of seconds to tens of minutes per junction (median of 4.1 min/junction; Figure 3A) , well in line with recent measurements of RNA polymerase elongation rates in human HeLa cells (Fuchs et al., 2014) . The half-life of a precursor junction, reflecting its splicing rate, ranges from fractions of minutes to an hour (median of 14.0 min; Figure 3B ), and agrees with few measured individual intron splicing rates in human (Singh and Padgett, 2009 ) and mouse (Audibert et al., 2002) . The mature junction's half-life, reflecting the stability of the processed junction, ranges more widely from a few minutes to a few hours (86.1 min median; Figure 3C ), and is typically longer than the precursor junction's half-life (p < 1.7 3 10
À33
, Kolmogorov-Smirnov [KS] test; median difference of 55 min; Figure S2C ). Significant dynamic changes in processing and/or degradation rates are evident in 15% of junctions and are also faster on average (Figures S2D-S2F ).
Differential Processing Efficiency Is a Major Source of Intratranscript Variation
Junctions from the same transcript are generally regulated jointly and thus have highly similar levels and associated rates compared to those on separate transcripts (p < 8 3 10 KS test; Figure S2H ). Indeed, internal transcript differences account for only 40% of overall variation ( Figure S2G ) and contribute less to the total variance in our data than differences between transcripts. Nevertheless, local events can give rise to variation in the level of different splicing junctions within a transcript. Transcriptional pausing or length differences can lead to changes in transcription rates between junctions (e.g., compare jxn 1 and 6 in Tcfec; Figure S3A ), while differences in splicing efficiency between junctions would result in different half-lives of their individual precursor (e.g., jxn 1 and 3 in Cxcl2; Figure S3B ) or mature (e.g., jxn 9 and 10 in Zc3hav1; Figure S3C ) forms, with some junctions spliced long before the rest of the transcript matures (e.g., jxn 3 in Il12b; Figure S3D ).
Globally, half-life differences explain most (75%) of the internal variation between junctions of the same transcript (37% by precursor and 38% by mature junction's half-life differences; Figure 3D) , supporting differential splicing efficiency as a main source of internal transcript variability. Local differences in transcription explain only 25% of the variation, but their contribution is more prominent for transcripts with high internal variation (35% in the most variable transcripts quantile; Figure 3E ). Indeed, correlation between individual junctions' and whole-transcripts' rates (see below) is higher when comparing transcription rates (r = 0.6) than for processing (r = 0.38) or degradation (r = 0.47) rates ( Figure S4A ).
Gene-Specific Regulatory Rates in the Dynamic
RNA Life Cycle
We systematically studied dynamic RNA regulation in top 70% of annotated transcripts, (7,872 transcripts, spanning 76% of all junctions; Experimental Procedures) with at least a minimal coverage of their exons, introns, and junctions. Given the high similarity in expression of junctions within most transcripts, we took the median abundance across all junctions in a transcript as representative of the gene's dynamics and estimated from that the transcript's overall kinetics.
Faster (top 20%-30%) transcription, processing and degradation rates are typically associated with shorter transcripts with fewer (seven on average) and shorter (29 kb overall length on average) exons and introns, while slower rates (low 20%-30%) are associated with longer transcripts with a larger number (13 on average) of longer (54 kb overall length on average) exons and introns (Table S2) . Very slow processing rates (top 10%) are associated with alternatively spliced transcripts, but unexpectedly also with short transcripts and short introns. Finally, transcription and processing rates are more highly correlated to each other (Figures S4B and S4C; r = 0.61, p < 1 3 10 À40 )
than either is with degradation rates (r = 0.48 and 0.47 respectively; p < 1 3 10 À40 ), consistent with a coherent regulatory coordination between the two biosynthesis steps (transcription and processing).
Most Genes Are Regulated by Transcription-Dominated Canonical Strategies
To understand how the regulatory steps are coordinated, we examined which regulatory strategies ( Figure 1A ) are predominantly used in the DC response. We clustered the genes into 22 groups based on their kinetic parameters ( Figure 4A ). The genes in each group use rates in a similar way to shape the dynamics of their final mature product (Figures 4A and S5A) and therefore share the same ''regulatory strategy.'' There are four temporal categories of mRNA profiles: transiently induced (groups 1-4), upregulated (groups 5-11), transiently repressed (groups 12-15), and downregulated (groups 16-21). More than half the genes in each category ( Figure 4B ) employ a single strategy, thus most patterns (65%) arise from just one of four strategies. All four predominant regulatory strategies ( Figure 4C ) combine dynamic changes in transcription with temporally-constant processing and degradation rates (these rates change in only 4.3% and 10% of genes respectively, below). Genes with transiently induced mature RNA are enriched for inflammatory signaling proteins (e.g., Tnf) and transcription factors (e.g., Nfkb) and typically (group 3; 70%) arise from transient increases in transcription rates, combined with fast (constant) processing rates (e.g., Ifrd; Figures 4D and S5B-S5E). Upregulated genes are enriched for viral and interferon response genes and typically (groups 9-10, 62%) arise from an increase in transcription rate combined with constantly fast processing and constantly slow degradation rates (e.g., Cpeb4; Figures 4D and S5B-S5E). The transcriptional increase is commonly (44%) a ''production overshoot'' as previously reported in macrophages (Zeisel et al., 2011) : strong transcriptional induction (transcription fold-change is at least twice as high as that of mRNA levels) that contributes to a fast accumulation of the mature transcript and can either be transient (clusters 5 and 8) or persistent (clusters 9 and 10) in our time scope. Transiently repressed genes are generally enriched for housekeeping genes, with canonical group 14 (71%) also specifically enriched for mitochondrial and vesicular genes. All are canonically regulated at two stages (e.g., Atp6v; Figure 4D ): initially, there is little to no new transcription, and fast degradation eliminates preexisting mRNAs; subsequently, transcription increases rapidly and mRNAs accumulate again, albeit with a temporal delay. This expression profile replaces old transcripts with new ones, rather than accumulating on top of them. Finally, downregulated genes are enriched for proliferation and cell-cycle factors (e.g., EGFR signaling) and generally (groups 19 and 21; 53%) arise from a decrease in transcription rates combined with (constant) slow processing and fast degradation rates (e.g., Coro1a; Figures  4D and S5B-S5E ). Slow processing rates either delay the effect of increases in transcription on final mRNA levels (in transiently repressed cluster 13), or buffer them such that they do not manifest in mRNA levels during our temporal span (in downregulated clusters 16, 18, and 20) .
Alternative Regulatory Strategies Use Dynamic Regulation at Multiple Steps to Generate Similar Expression Patterns with Unique Functionalities
A minority of genes (35%) follow different regulatory strategies that often involve a dynamically regulated posttranscriptional component but seemingly result in the same mRNA patterns as canonical strategies. Regulation of mRNA through both transcription and RNA processing/degradation forms a feed-forward loop (FFL) ( Figure 5A ) that we use in simulation studies (Experimental Procedures) to compare with matching canonical strategies and determine the function of the posttranscriptional component.
Among transiently induced genes, those in cluster 2 (enriched for inflammatory response genes) quickly reach a maximal transcription rate and maintain it, while their mRNA levels increase and decrease more gradually, because of dynamic regulation of both processing and degradation rates (e.g., Zfp36; Figure 4D) . As transcription increases, the precursor accumulates Tables S2  and S5. due to an initially low processing rate, but once processing rate increases, mRNA peaks quickly and very highly. Next, degradation rate increases and leads to a quick removal of these transcripts. The canonical regulatory strategy in cluster 3 generates an apparently similar mRNA dynamics through regulation of transcription rates alone, while processing and degradation remain constant (e.g., Ifrd; Figure 4D ). However, important differences between those groups suggest a functional role for the alternative strategy. First, genes in cluster 2 have a much higher maximal expression than those in cluster 3 (3-fold higher median; Figures S5B-S5E) , possibly due to a prolonged period of maximal transcription ( Figure 5B ). Furthermore, simulations suggest that a coupled increase in transcription, processing, and degradation rates maintains the same peak expression level even for noisy signals, whereas if only transcription is regulated, peak expression is much lower when the signal is noisy ( Figure S5F ). While both clusters 2 and 4 display a delayed increase in degradation following transcriptional induction, which produces sharp peaks of RNA levels as previously described (Rabani et al., 2011) , our current analysis reveals that processing rates increase in cluster 2 but decrease in cluster 4 and contribute to the shutoff rather than the onset phase.
Among upregulated genes, transcription rates of cluster 11 genes steadily increase, but their processing rate is also dynamically regulated. At the beginning of the response, a low processing rate allows the unprocessed transcripts to accumulate (e.g., Eif2ak2; Figure 4D ). Subsequent increase in both transcription and processing rates results in a faster accumulation of the mature mRNA to higher levels (2-fold on average; Figures  S5B-S5E ) and a faster predicted future shutoff ( Figure 5C ) than the canonical strategy of clusters 9 and 10. This regulatory strategy is more sensitive to expression noise ( Figure S5G ), which might explain why it is not implemented for the lower expressed, and thus noisier, genes in clusters 9 and 10. Another alternative strategy, in clusters 5 and 8, gives rise to a very similar mRNA pattern: instead of a steady increase in transcription, an early short burst of high transcription rates levels off to a moderate rate (a transient ''production overshoot,'' e.g., Plat; Figure 4D ). Coupled with constantly slow degradation rates, mRNAs that are relatively long lived accumulate quickly.
Transiently repressed genes in clusters 12, 13, and 15 have dynamically regulated transcription and degradation rates. Unlike the canonical strategy (cluster 14) where degradation rate is constantly high (e.g., Atp6v; Figure 4D ), here degradation rate is only high initially, contributing to eliminating all existing transcripts and then slows down (e.g., Xrn1; Figure 4D ). The reduced degradation rate is combined with increased transcription rate and leads to RNA accumulation and eventually to a higher steady-state expression compared to the canonical strategy (2-fold on average; Figures 5D and S5B-S5E) . Similarly, in the downregulated genes of clusters 16 and 17 both transcription and degradation rates decrease (e.g., Mbnl1; Figure 4D ), resulting in a slower decrease of mRNA levels and higher steady-state mRNA levels ( Figure 5E ) compared to the canonical strategy (clusters 19 and 21). Cluster 16 is enriched for many housekeeping genes, which cells must maintain even if at lower levels. This strategy lowers the energetic price of expression, but at the cost of slower regulation.
Predicting Molecular Regulatory Mechanisms by Integration of RNA and Protein Life Cycle Data
To explore some of the molecular mechanisms governing distinct regulatory strategies, we analyzed the clusters (Figure 4A) for their correlation to changes in putative regulatory proteins with a known RNA binding activity as measured by pulsed SILAC proteomics (M.J., M. Rooney, N.H., and A.R., unpublished data). Seven RNA binding proteins were each highly correlated (r > 0.98) to changes in RNA degradation or processing rates of at least ten transcripts. Several lines of evidence support a role for one of these candidates, Tristetraprolin (TTP, Zfp36) in regulating changes in RNA degradation rate in DCs. First, TTP is a known regulator of RNA stability (Brooks and Blackshear, 2013) of several key immune genes (Lai et al., 2006) and responds to many LPS-activated signaling pathways (Lai et al., 2006) . Second, the consensus ARE heptamer (UAUUUAU) associated with RNA destabilization by TTP (Lai et al., 2006 ) is present in 3 0 UTRs of 58/109 genes (p < 2.3 3 10 À13 ) with a predicted increase in degradation rates.
Finally, consistent with TTP's known autoregulatory role (Brooks and Blackshear, 2013 ), TTP's RNA degradation rate increases in the LPS response ( Figure 4D ), as does that of its most wellestablished target, Tnf (Carballo et al., 1998 ) (data not shown).
TTP Is Required for Upregulation of Degradation Rates in Transiently Induced Genes
To test the hypothesis that TTP regulates RNA degradation rates during the LPS response, we measured RNA levels and transcription rates in DCs derived from either normal (wild-type [WT]) or from homozygous TTP knockout mice (TTP-KO) every 15 min along a 3 hr time course of their response to LPS (Figure 6A) . We used the nCounter to measure each of 267 signature immune genes (Experimental Procedures). Transcripts regulated by TTP should demonstrate a changed degradation rate between WT and TTP-KO cells. To identify and quantify these changes, we used a novel molecular model of a trans regulator of mRNA degradation (here, TTP) ( Figure 6B ; Experimental Procedures; Extended Experimental Procedures). TTP is predicted by the model to regulate the degradation of 36 transcripts within our ''signature set'': in WT cells, degradation of these transcripts increases at 60-90 min poststimulation, but in TTP-KO cells they have only minimal changes of degradation ( Figure 6C ). These include 7/11 known TTP targets (Brooks and Blackshear, 2013) ) with known TTP binding preferences (Brooks and Blackshear, 2013) , and our estimated Hill coefficient (n = 2.9) that suggests that TTP binds cooperatively, is consistent with previous studies (Brooks and Blackshear, 2013 ) and with enrichment of targets for multiple occurrences of the TTP binding pentamer (14/36 targets, p < 3.0 3 10 À5 ). Our analysis suggests that TTP may also independently affect its targets' transcription, because transcription rates of the 36 predicted TTP targets significantly decrease in TTP-KO cells (3-fold versus 1.3-fold on average for nontargets; Figure 6E ). This is likely an indirect effect, at either the transcription or processing level.
Revealing Reliable RNA Editing Sites in Noncoding Portions of LPS Response Transcripts
We used our data to identify other steps in the RNA life cycle, such as RNA editing events, whose detection by high throughput sequencing (Danecek et al., 2012; Li et al., 2009 Li et al., , 2011 Neeman et al., 2006) raised substantial debates (Kleinman and Majewski, 2012; Lin et al., 2012; Pickrell et al., 2012) due to difficulties to computationally control for the current error rates in RNA-seq.
As an alternative ( Figure 7A ; Experimental Procedures; Extended Experimental Procedures), rather than comparing to DNA sequences, we compared base changes between two RNA-seq experiments: RNA-4sU-seq and RNA-total-seq, expecting that editing changes will be more prominent in RNA-total than in newly transcribed RNA-4sU, but that error-prone positions will be equally affected in both samples. We found 70 editing sites in 43 loci across the DCs transcriptome (Table S3) , a substantially lower number than estimates in human , and supported them by several lines of evidence. First, a lower editing level is expected in mouse in the absence of primate-specific Alu repeats (Neeman et al., 2006) . Second, as an internal positive control, nucleotide changes called in newly transcribed RNA-4sU are almost exclusively (315/319) C to T modifications that are known (Hafner et al., 2010) to arise when sequencing 4sU residues. Conversely, predicted edits ( Figure 7B ) are mostly (61/70) known deaminations: either A to I (38 A/G changes and 11 complement T/C changes, which likely arise from sequencing strand biases), or C to U (six C/T changes and six complement G/A changes). Surrounding sequences are enriched for forming stem-loop structures with an upstream sequence (p < 5.7 3 10 À12 ), but not with a downstream sequence, consistent with the known binding preference of adenine-deaminase (ADAR). Third, none of the edited sites affects an annotated protein sequence (Figure 7B) , while many sites (17/43) are associated with annotated and putative pseudogenes (e.g., Taldo1, Psme2b), which often contain multiple edited positions (8/17); this is consistent with a postulation that editing controls the expression of many transposable elements in human (Neeman et al., 2006) . Finally, mass spectrometry detected 18 peptides that match a reading frame within one of the putative pseudogenes (within the intron of the gene Ccrn4l) and confirmed a predicted G/U editing that changes a Valine residue into a Leucine. All other sites are located in non-protein-coding portions of expressed genes (22/43 in 3 0 UTRs, 4/43 in introns) and potentially contribute to their posttranscriptional regulation.
Applying DRiLL to Diverse Systems and Noncoding Transcripts Demonstrates Its General Utility
To demonstrate DRiLL's wide applicability, we used it to examine the regulation of noncoding RNAs in our system and of maternally deposited versus zygotic transcripts in early embryogenesis.
First, we used DRiLL to dissect the regulation of unstable noncoding regulatory RNAs in DCs ( Figure S6 ). Although both enhancer-associated RNAs (eRNAs) (Kaikkonen et al., 2013) ( Figure S6A ) and long intergenic noncoding RNAs (lincRNAs) (Carpenter et al., 2013) (Figure S6B ) were implicated in key innate immune functions, including in DCs, their regulation has not been extensively studied in any system, because they are usually lowly expressed (Carninci et al., 2005) . Applying DRiLL to these newly annotated noncoding transcripts in our data, we found that eRNAs are transcribed at a very high rate, but are also very quickly degraded. Conversely, lincRNAs are transcribed and processed at comparable rates to protein coding genes, but are significantly less stable ( Figures S6C-S6I ). This could help explain how lincRNAs are both lowly expressed and tissue-specific (Cabili et al., 2011) . Second, we used DRiLL to analyze transcriptome dynamics during early zebrafish embryogenesis ( Figure S7 ). Embryos initially rely on maternally provided mRNAs and only activate zygotic (embryonic) transcription $3 hr postfertilization (hpf) (Lee et al., 2014; Schier, 2007) . Using rRNA-depleted RNA-seq data (Lee et al., 2013) , DRiLL distinguished maternal from zygotic mRNAs ( Figures S7A and S7B) ; using polyA+ RNA-seq (Pauli et al., 2012; Zhang et al., 2014) , DRiLL estimated the onset time and rate of decay of maternally provided messages ( Figures  S7C-S7E ). We find two major waves of degradation of maternal messages: immediately after fertilization (0-1 hpf, 18%) or after the maternal-to-zygotic (MZT) transition (3-5 hpf, 47%). Post-MZT decaying mRNAs are degraded faster than early decaying mRNAs (KS test p < 10
À29
; Figure S7E ) and are selectively enriched in their 3 0 UTR for seed sequences for miR-430 (p < 8.3 3 10 À11 ), a microRNA involved in the degradation of maternal mRNAs (Giraldez et al., 2006) . This suggests that different degradation pathways are active before versus after MZT. Indeed, early (2-4 hpf) polyA tail lengths of maternal mRNAs (as measured in Subtelny et al., 2014) correlate to their ribosomal occupancy (as measured in Chew et al., 2013;  Figure S7F ), but later (4-6 hpf) lengths are correlated with mRNA stability (Figure S7G) . These findings support and extend the idea (Subtelny et al., 2014 ) that zebrafish posttranscriptional mechanisms change from a maternally derived control over mRNA translation into a zygotic regulation of mRNA stability.
DISCUSSION
We present a novel approach (Figure 2 ) that combines highresolution RNA labeling and sequencing with advanced computational modeling (DRiLL) and uses it to study the regulatory strategies that generate temporal RNA levels during the LPS response.
Quantitative Dissection of the RNA Life Cycle in Dynamic Responses
DRiLL uses RNA-seq data to predict the frequency of mature and alternative transcripts and of their unstable precursors and 
60% 38 11 6 6 3 1 2 1 1 1 processing intermediates, which are mostly disregarded in other transcriptome analysis tools (Katz et al., 2010; Trapnell et al., 2009; Wang et al., 2008) . As rRNA depletion becomes increasingly popular, especially when RNA quality is low (Adiconis et al., 2013) , DRiLL will help researchers to explore transcriptomes at unprecedented depth and resolution. When temporal metabolic labeling data is also available, DRiLL further predicts kinetic transcription, processing, and degradation rates, both between transcripts and within transcripts (per-junction). This can be extended to other aspects of the RNA life cycle, such as RNA editing. DRiLL is broadly applicable, as we demonstrated for unstable long noncoding RNA (lncRNA) and for maternally provided mRNAs in zebrafish embryogenesis. Our genomic portal (http://www. broadinstitute.org/rnalifecycle) provides the scientific community with ready access to our analysis and tools.
Although the levels quantified by DRiLL are reproducible and reliable by several tests, they can be impacted by noise and biases in sequencing data, variations in coverage along genes and considering paired-end reads as independent observations. Introns retention in mRNAs can lead to further inconsistencies between junctions. Simplifying assumptions of the kinetic model (e.g., that global RNA levels in cells remain constant upon LPS stimulation, or that individual junctions are independently regulated) would affect our estimated rates, but would not change the ranking between genes (as all estimates will be similarly affected by such global events). Using a likelihood ratio test to select between constant and dynamic rate models also reduces DRiLL's sensitivity to detect changes in lowly expressed genes.
Key Principles of Temporal RNA Regulation in Mammalian Cells
We determined the key regulatory strategies that DCs implement to generate their mRNA outputs (Figure 4 ), demonstrating how similar or correlated mRNA profiles are generated in distinct ways and hypothesized on their possible distinct functional utility ( Figure 5 ). Our extensive data set can be further combined with other genome-scale data in this system. For example, decreased degradation rates in downregulated cluster 16 counteract transcriptional repression and increase the new steady state levels. Pulsed SILAC measurements of Cluster 16 proteins (M.J., M. Rooney, N.H., and A.R., unpublished data) also show an increase in their translation rate upon LPS stimulation, possibly as a second level of posttranscriptional buffering of their transcriptional repression.
Our work provides new and effective quantitative tools to study RNA dynamics at both transcript and per junction resolution from RNA-seq data and generates a unique view of the different kinetic strategies that cells use to coordinate transcriptional and posttranscriptional events and regulate transcript levels during a dynamic response.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES DCs Culture and Sample Collection
All animal protocols were reviewed and approved by the MIT/Whitehead Institute/Broad Institute Committee on Animal Care (CAC protocol 0609-058-12) and by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of the National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences (ASP protocol 97-06) for WT and TTP-KO mice. DCs culture and treatment, RNA sample collection, and 4sU-labeled RNA isolation were done as described in Rabani et al. (2011) with the following modifications. We added 4sU to a 500 mM final concentration for 10 min before RNA collection. For RNA-seq, 10 mg total RNA from each sample was depleted of rRNA by RiboZero (Epicenter), a 100 ng aliquot was kept for sequencing, and 4sU purification was done for the remainder of the sample.
RNA-Seq, Read Mapping, and Annotation RNA-seq libraries were constructed by dUTP second strand protocol (Levin et al., 2010) , sequenced by Illumina HiSeq2000 with paired-end, 101 bp reads (Table S2) . We align reads to the mouse reference genome (NCBI37/mm9) using TopHat (Trapnell et al., 2009 ) with default parameters. We use polyA+ RNAseq data to reconstruct mRNA annotations with Trinity (Grabherr et al., 2011) and Cufflinks (Trapnell et al., 2010) and collect all annotated mouse transcripts (Refseq and UCSC genes NCBI37/mm9) (Rhead et al., 2010) that matched a reconstructed transcript. The oblong-stage (3.7 hr postfertilization) zebrafish RNA-seq sample was prepared as described in Pauli et al. (2012) and Zhang et al. (2014) .
nCounter Sample Preparation and Data Processing nCounter sample preparation, capture, and analysis were done as described in Rabani et al. (2011) , with the following modifications. Our code set (Table  S4 ) detects 246 signature LPS transcripts (Amit et al., 2009 ) and 21 control genes with constant basal expression levels (nine of which used for normalization), via a probe that matches their exon sequence (captures their pre-mRNA and multiple mature mRNA isoforms). For 30/246 transcripts, we had a second probe that matches their intron sequence and captures their precursor.
Substantially Expressed Genes
We define a splicing junction as substantially expressed if all its exons, introns, and the junctions between them have normalized counts (reads per kilobase of transcript per million reads mapped [RPKM] ) sums (of all times and all RNA-Total or RNA-4sU samples) above their respective thresholds (10% or 70% substantially expressed genes). We take all genes with at least one substantially expressed junction.
Precursor and Mature RNA Abundance We count sequencing reads that span an annotated junction by their location on either exons, introns, or the junctions between them, and use these counts to quantify, for each splicing junction, the abundance of transcripts with an unspliced junction (precursor) and those with a fully spliced junction (mature). We use a binomial model in which the frequency of precursor and mature RNA directly relates to the probability of observing a given number of reads at each location, considering the depth of the sequencing library and the genomic lengths. We use derivative-free methods (''Neadler-Mead simplex algorithm'' as implemented in MATLAB) to find the expression levels that are most likely to generate these read counts. We extend this to annotated alternative splicing and predict the relative abundance of several mature isoforms that arise from a single precursor junction. We apply this to the dynamic sequencing data of all substantially expressed junctions, independently for each RNA-seq sample.
Quantifying Transcript Kinetics Our kinetic system model describes the time evolution of a junction's precursor (P) and mature (M 1 , ., M n ) mRNA by its transcription (a), degradation (b), and processing (g) rates:
We use gradient descent optimization to find the model parameters (q = [a, b, g, X 0 ]) that minimize the difference between the kinetic model predictions of precursor and mature transcripts levels to their direct estimates from RNAseq by the binomial model (above). We compare four alternative hypotheses in which rates are either constant or change over time through a likelihood ratio test to identify genes in which dynamic changes in one or both rates significantly (p < 0.01) contribute to temporal changes in overall RNA levels and assign them with a time-dependent, rather than a constant, rate function. We apply this model using all temporal total and 4sU RNA levels (26 samples) either per an entire transcript or per a specific junction.
Model Fit, Reproducibility, and Accuracy We use a goodness of fit test (c 2 test) with the null hypothesis that the data is governed by the estimated binomial model and find minimal discrepancy (p < 0.01) with sequencing counts in >70% of our data, with mostly tight confidence intervals. Spearman correlation to an independent biological replicate set of nCounter measurements confirms reproducibility (r > 0.73). As expected, shorter-lived precursors are enriched in RNA-4sU samples and mature junctions in RNA-Total and RNA-polyA samples. The rate predictions are robust to normal additive error (estimated from genome-wide data), with a tight fit (p < 0.01, c 2 test) in >90% of junctions. Confidence intervals are tight (least square error) by bootstrapping for 15 representative examples. Model predictions fit well to two unseen test data sets: polyA+-RNA-seq and nCounter data, taken at times within and beyond the scope of our training set. Predicted rates are significantly correlated with earlier predictions (Rabani et al., 2011 ) (degradation: r = 0.39; processing: 0.23), despite different time scale, resolution, and modeling.
Functional Enrichments
We test enrichment using a hypergeometric p-value (for binary features) or the KS test (for numerical features) and a 5% false discovery rate (FDR) across all tested annotations or all ''substantially expressed'' genes, respectively (Table S5) . We calculate functional enrichments of rates by splitting all rates (at all times and all genes) into ten quintiles, assigning the most abundant quintile (across times) per gene and using hypergeometric p value.
Clustering
We first cluster (k-means clustering as implemented in MATLAB) a subset of 17% highly expressed genes (1,305 genes) after standardizing its log 2 (expression) and/or log 2 (rate) temporal data. We iteratively increase the number of clusters as long as none of the clusters has <2% of the genes. We assign each of the other genes into the same cluster of the gene in the initial subset with which it has a maximal Pearson correlation.
Simulation Studies
We simulate expression data using our kinetic model and characteristic kinetic parameters of RNA transcription, processing, and degradation rates. All rate functions are modeled as step functions with a basal rate and an active rate that is used only when an external signal exists. Input signal is modeled by a binary (0/1) function, and noise is introduced by random changes to its values. We simulate a temporal delay of processing and degradation response to an external signal by switching to the active rate only when precursor RNA levels (for processing) or mature RNA levels (for degradation) exceed a predefined threshold.
Factor-Dependent RNA Degradation
We model factor-dependent regulation of RNA degradation by a nonlinear Hill function with two constants: basal degradation of the unbound transcript (b 1 ) and factor-mediated degradation (b 2 ) that also depends on the unbound regulator's concentration. We fit two alternative models to both the WT and KO measurements and use a likelihood ratio test (p < 0.01) to select (for each gene) between the null hypothesis of a constant, factor-independent, degradation rate (b 2 = 0 in WT and KO), and a dynamic, factor-dependent regulation (b 2 > 0 in WT only).
RNA Editing
We search for edited positions with a different distribution of sequenced nucleotides between RNA-total and RNA-4sU (maximum likelihood test), but an equal distribution of base quality (Wilcoxon rank sum test), location on read (Wilcoxon rank sum test) and strand assignment of read (Fischer exact test).
ACCESSION NUMBERS
The Gene Expression Omnibus accession number for the RNA-seq data and processed files reported in this paper is GSE56977. 
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